LETTER OF THE DAY: M

SHAPE OF THE DAY: ★

SONGS

One Bright Scarf
One bright scarf waiting for the wind to blow (hold in hand)
Wiggle it high (wiggle scarf above head)
Wiggle it low (wiggle scarf by knees)
Shake it fast (wiggle scarf quickly)
Shake it slow (wiggle scarf slowly)
Put it behind your back,
Where did it go? (bring out empty hands)

If You're a Monster & You Know it...
If you're a monster and you know it shake your tail!
If you're happy and you know it, clap your hands...
If you're sad and you know it, cry boo hoo...
If you're mad and you know it, HULK OUT!....
If you're silly and you know it, make a silly face....

See you later, Alligator
See you later, alligator
In a while, crocodile
Give a hug, ladybug (Hug yourself)
Blow a kiss, jellyfish (Blow a kiss)
See you soon, big baboon
Out the door, dinosaur
Take care, polar bear
Wave goodbye, butterfly (Wave goodbye)

Time to be SILLY! Kids love to laugh and finding books that make them giggle is the BEST kind of magic. Today we are going to make believe, hear some jokes and hopefully have a few laughs. Making reading fun will help them learn to read for enjoyment not just for an assignment. This will keep them reading their whole life long.

Talk *Sing *Read *Write *Play

Everyday to raise a reader!
Finish Drawing These Monsters